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                                                                  Research & News

                                            
	
	
		Chatting about AI with our New Vice Dean of AI and Computing 
	
		Professor Vishal Misra talks ChatGPT, AI and ethics, and more as the School’s newly appointed—and first—head of AI and Computing.

	

		



	
	
		Navigating Generative AI and its Impact on the Future of Public Discourse 
	
		Columbia Engineering and the Knight First Amendment Institute recently convened multidisciplinary experts to discuss the impact of artificial intelligence on public discourse, free speech, and democracy.

	

		



	
	
		Jeannette M. Wing Elected to the National Academy of Engineering 
	
		Columbia Engineering professors Jingguang Chen and Jeannette M. Wing earn top engineering honor.

	

		



	
	
		Game Theory, Blockchain Expert Tim Roughgarden Elected as ACM Fellow 
	
		The ACM recognizes fellows for their transformative contributions to computing science and technology.

	

		



	
	
		16 Papers Accepted To NeurIPS 2023 
	
		Researchers from the department presented machine learning and artificial intelligence research at the thirty-sixth Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems … Continue reading 16 Papers Accepted To NeurIPS 2023
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		Columbia Relaunches Computing Honor Society Upsilon Pi Epsilon with New Student Inductees 
	
		The inaugural class includes 54 computing students from Columbia and Barnard.

	

		



	
	
		Voices of CS: Charlie Carver and Hadleigh Schwartz 
	
		PhD students Charlie Carver and Hadleigh Schwartz unveiled Lasertag, a framework that integrates laser steering with optical tracking to maintain … Continue reading Voices of CS: Charlie Carver and Hadleigh Schwartz

	

		



	
	
		Can You Tell Which Of These Break-up Texts Are AI-Generated? 
	
		PhD student Tuhin Chakrabarty’s thesis about creative writing and large language models was featured in the Washington Post.

	

		



	
	
		Eleanor Lin And Walter McKelvie Selected For Honorable Mention For The Outstanding Undergraduate Researcher Award 
	
		Two CS students were selected by the Computing Research Association (CRA) for the 2024 Outstanding Undergraduate Researcher Award for their … Continue reading Eleanor Lin And Walter McKelvie Selected For Honorable Mention For The Outstanding Undergraduate Researcher Award

	

		



	
	
		Voices of CS: Wei Hao 
	
		Last August, Wei Hao stepped onto the Google Campus in Sunnyvale, California, as part of the inaugural MLCommons Rising Stars … Continue reading Voices of CS: Wei Hao
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                               Francisco Romero, Stanford University
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                               Alumni Chat ft. Shahreen | Mastercard Technical Product Manager
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            Dean Boyce's statement on amicus brief filed by President Bollinger


            
                President Bollinger announced that Columbia University along with many other academic institutions (sixteen, including all Ivy League universities) filed an amicus brief in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York challenging the Executive Order regarding immigrants from seven designated countries and refugees. Among other things, the brief asserts that “safety and security concerns can be addressed in a manner that is consistent with the values America has always stood for, including the free flow of ideas and people across borders and the welcoming of immigrants to our universities.”



This recent action provides a moment for us to collectively reflect on our community within Columbia Engineering and the importance of our commitment to maintaining an open and welcoming community for all students, faculty, researchers and administrative staff. As a School of Engineering and Applied Science, we are fortunate to attract students and faculty from diverse backgrounds, from across the country, and from around the world. It is a great benefit to be able to gather engineers and scientists of so many different perspectives and talents – all with a commitment to learning, a focus on pushing the frontiers of knowledge and discovery, and with a passion for translating our work to impact humanity.

I am proud of our community, and wish to take this opportunity to reinforce our collective commitment to maintaining an open and collegial environment. We are fortunate to have the privilege to learn from one another, and to study, work, and live together in such a dynamic and vibrant place as Columbia.

Sincerely,

 

Mary C. Boyce

Dean of Engineering

Morris A. and Alma Schapiro Professor
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